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CARÇI (Herald ) is an UNICEF Azerbaijan newsletter 

UNICEF commemorated its 25th anniversary with a concert programme by the Children and 

Youth Orchestra of National Instruments at the State Academic Philharmonic Hall.  

Inclusive education for children with disabilities to expand through joint efforts of Ministry of Education, 

UNICEF and European Union  

A two-year initiative to increase access to quality 

education for children with disabilities was launched on 

November 12
th
 by the Ministry of Education, UNICEF and 

the European Union Delegation in Azerbaijan.  

The new partnership will create opportunities for more 

children with disabilities to participate fully in mainstream 

schools across the country. A key focus will be building 

the skills of teachers to deliver high quality inclusive 

education in mainstream classrooms through intensive 

pre-service and in-service teacher training activities.  

Nine education resource and support centres will be 

established in seven districts - Baku, Sumgayit, Ganja, 

Guba, Shaki, Agjabadi and Gazakh - to ensure 

teachers receiving continuous support. The project will 

also simultaneously address public misperceptions and 

attitudes towards children with disabilities through 

communication and awareness raising to increase 

public attention and create a supporting environment 

for social inclusion of children with disabilities.  
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UNICEF in Azerbaijan came together with the 

partners from Presidential Administration, the 

Ministry of Youth and Sports, the Youth 

Foundation, the Ministry of Labour and Social 

Protection of Population and implementing partner 

of the programme Public Academy under the 

President of Azerbaijan in a round table session to 

discuss the new graduate course for preparation 

and accreditation of qualified youth policy 

specialists and adolescent/youth workers. The five 

universities that started the programme in 2018 

alsojoined the discussions. 

New academic program for youth policy            

specialists and youth workers unveiled 

Importance of early moments highlight of movie 

launch by UNICEF and Embassy of Brazil 

ASAN Volunteers learn about child rights through 

new partnership with UNICEF 

In partnership with the ASAN Volunteer 

Organization under the State Agency for Public 

Service and Social Innovations under the President 

of the Republic of Azerbaijan ("ASAN”), a new 

project was jointly launched to promote child rights 

through ASAN Volunteers and ASAN Service 

Centres. A series of training sessions were 

organized for ASAN Volunteers on basic child 

rights, facilitated by a group of certified child rights 

Master Trainers. These Master Trainers attended a 

one-week intensive Training of Trainers (ToT) 

programme led by an international expert before 

delivering the training to ASAN Volunteers. To 

date, 100 ASAN Volunteers have received training 

and will organize “Child Rights Day” activities in 

ASAN Service Centres in the coming months 

across the country. UNICEF Representative to 

Azerbaijan Edward Carwardine met with the 

Chairman of ASAN, Ulvi Mehdiyev, to celebrate the 

launch of the partnership in 2018.  

For the videos  please click here. 

World Children`s Day: Azerbaijan Youth Advocacy 

Programme members take over UNICEF Facebook 

On 20 November, UNICEF teamed up with 

Azerbaijan Youth Advocacy Programme (AYAP) 

members to celebrate World Children`s Day along 

with children all around the world through a 

takeover initiative by children and young people. 

During the day, AYAP members from three districts 

(Tartar, Barda, and Goranboy) took over UNICEF 

Azerbaijan’s official Facebook page and shared 

stories of their engagement with local Executive 

Committees (ExComs). The three short videos 

(hyperlinks) showcased interviews with the Heads 

of ExComs of the three districts by AYAP members 

in which they answered questions from young 

reporters on the importance of education, active 

participation and the voices of children.  

The importance of early moments came into the 

spotlight with the screening of the documentary 

“The Beginning of Life” by UNICEF and the 

Embassy of Brazil on October 23rd. Directed by 

renowned Brazilian Director Estela Renner, the 

documentary was shot in nine countries with 

interviews with child development experts and 

families in a variety of cultures, ethnic backgrounds 

and social classes. The documentary demonstrates 

the importance of the first years in the life of a child 

and shows how investing in a loving and safe 

environment for children during this phase yields 

life-long dividends. The film was adopted by 

UNICEF as part of its global Early Childhood 

Development campaign in 2017. Partners and 

members of the international community attending 

the event learned more about Early Childhood 

Development globally as well as work being 

undertaken in Azerbaijan to promote the concept 

amongst parents and communities. 

Specialists learn in depth data visualization using 

POWER BI 

UNICEF supported a four-week data visualization 

workshop in partnership with national experts in 

November. Experts provided staff of the State 

Statistical Committee with new skills on data 

visualization to convert text and raw data into 

powerful visual presentations and action-informing 

dashboards, including those supporting the SDG 

national reporting platform.  

In 2019, under the supervision of a national expert, 

the trained staff of the Committee will produce a 

visualization of child-related data to be used on its 

website, the national SDG reporting platform and 

through publication of public-friendly material 

covering important child indicators. 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/UNICEFAzerbaijan/videos/?ref=page_internal
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During the week of October 1-7, the National 

Breastfeeding Week, a national campaign was 

conducted together with the Ministry of Health, the 

Public Health and Reform Centre (PHRC) and 

UNICEF. New informative video on breastfeeding 

was launched and aired in all maternity facilities 

and child policlinics across the country. Several TV 

shows were organized at AzTV, Public Television 

and other channels, dedicating to the messages of 

importance of breastfeeding and support from all 

society to breastfeeding mothers. The CBC 

Television aired series of interviews with the 

celebrities including popular artist Tunzale 

Agayeva, a television anchor Kemale Azizqizi and 

athlete Zemfira Meftahatdinova who shared their 

successes and challenges with the audience on 

breastfeeding their children where they promoted 

the importance of breastfeeding and exclusive 

breastfeeding.  

Celebrities share their experience with breastfeed-

ing to support the National Breastfeeding Week 

Parents of little champions share their experience 

for the 4th Children`s Paralympic Games 

On November 13-14, the 4
th
 Children`s Paralympic 

Games were held in Sumgayit Sports Centre, 

organized by the National Paralympic Committee 

supported by UNICEF. More than 190 athletes 

including ten from Georgia participated in the 

annual sports event, competing in various fields 

from judo, boccia and swimming to table tennis and 

goalball.   

As part of the event, a series of videos were 

produced to promote parents` role in supporting 

their children with disabilities in their endeavours 

and to promote integration of children with 

disabilities into society.  In those videos, parents 

shared their experiences and pride in supporting 

their children. UNICEF has been supporting the 

Paralympic Movement in Azerbaijan since 2011 

and the four Children`s Paralympic Games have 

been significant events enabling children with 

disabilities to take an active role in sports and 

prove that “Sport is for All!” 

On 27 November, pupils at Baku School #23 took 

part in the World’s Largest Lesson, joined by Ms. 

Mahabbat Valiyeva, Deputy Minister of Education, 

Mr. Surkhay Shukurov, Executive Director of 

International Dialogue for Environmental Action 

(IDEA) and Edward Carwardine, UNICEF 

Representative to Azerbaijan to discuss the 

Sustainable Development Goals. The World’s 

Largest Lesson is a global initiative launched in 

September 2015 to introduce the Sustainable 

Development Goals to children, and to encourage 

active discussion and action on critical for young 

people in their own communities.  

In Azerbaijan the 2018 World’s Largest Lesson 

activities were implemented by UNICEF and IDEA 

in partnership with the Ministry of Education. As 

part of the initiative, UNICEF and IDEA adapted the 

global lesson materials to introduce the 

Sustainable Development Goals to children – with 

a special focus on the environment and climate 

change. Since September, a series of training 

activities were conducted for 40 teachers from 20 

schools in Baku and Khachmaz. Over 2,400 school 

children attended the classes on the SDGs taught 

by these teachers in the two districts. 

Children discuss Sustainable Development Goals 

during “World`s Largest Lesson” 

For the videos  please click here. 

Ms. Mahabbat Valiyeva, Deputy Minister of Education, Mr. Surkhay Shukurov, 

Executive Director of International Dialogue for Environmental Action (IDEA)   

and Edward Carwardine, UNICEF Representative to Azerbaijan joined the   

World`s Largest Lesson.  

For the videos  please click here. 
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https://youtu.be/SpKRlhrh8-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QNWlHr4enmc&list=PL5oCrBYGbbEiY_haeSsZwTMW94BgAGFmG
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Highlight 
25 years of partnership for children celebrated with special concert by young musicians hosted by              
Government of Azerbaijan and UNICEF Azerbaijan  

 

 

UNICEF is proud to mark a 

quarter of a century of    

working in Azerbaijan to build 

brighter futures for every child in 

this young nation. 

 

UNICEF commemorated its 25th anniversary of 

working for children in Azerbaijan with a concert 

programme by the Children and Youth Orchestra of 

National Instruments at the State Academic 

Philharmonic Hall. Chairman of the State Committee 

for Family, Women and Children’s Affairs, Professor 

Hijran Huseynova gave a congratulatory speech and 

marked the importance of joint work over a decade. 

Government partners, representatives of the United 

Nations, NGOS, civil society and the diplomatic 

community attended the event.  

“UNICEF is proud to mark a quarter of a century of 

working in Azerbaijan to build brighter futures for 

every child in this young nation,” said Edward 

Carwardine, UNICEF Representative to Azerbaijan. 

“As Azerbaijan continues to grow rapidly, 

economically and socially, UNICEF remains 

committed to a vision of a future where all children 

enjoy the same opportunities, the same chances in 

life and the same respect for their rights.”  

The Children and Youth Orchestra of National 

Instruments is made up of 50 children aged between 

9 and 17 from 13 different schools across Baku, 

playing a range of traditional Azerbaijani instruments 

such as the tar, kamancha, naghara, balaban and 

saz. The special concert featured a range of works 

from international and Azerbaijani composers, 

creating a blend of global and national flavours to 

represent the partnership between UNICEF and 

Azerbaijan. Above all, the concert was intended to 

showcase the talent and potential of today’s 

Azerbaijani children. 

 

“Working together with the Government, civil society 
and local communities, UNICEF has been proud to 
contribute to significant progress for children and 
women in Azerbaijan, including – amongst other 
successes – helping to make Azerbaijan a polio-free 
country and reducing the prevalence of other 
preventable diseases, introducing universal 
iodisation of salt to reduce conditions such as 
stunting, raising primary school enrolment rates to 
over 90 per cent,  introducing the first school 
preparedness programme for five-year old’s, and 
halving the number of children living in institutions. 
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#GirlsCan and We Believe in You  
Potential of girls focus of #GirlsCan Youth Forum organized by UNICEF and the Association of Football    

Federations of Azerbaijan (AFFA) 

Continued on page 6 

In 1918, the newly formed Republic of Azerbaijan 

became one of the first nations in the world to grant 

women the right to vote.  A century later, on a crisp fall 

morning, 200 Azerbaijani youth gather in the Baku 

Congress Center to discuss the current role of young 

women and what needs to be done to give them 

greater opportunities to thrive in the future.  

As the young adults queue in the security lines, their 

voices are hushed - only the sound of their rubber-

soled Adidas sneakers on the marble floor echo across 

the vast hall. The light-filled building, with its sharp 

modern lines, provides an ideal background for social 

media photos, and the youth begin to pose for their 

Instagram feeds and stories, encouraged by the 

promotional selfie booth and giant #qizlarbacarir photo 

props. 

They are here for the #GirlsCan Youth Forum, a series 

of panel discussions featuring key decision makers, 

officials, and community influencers, organized jointly 

by UNICEF and the Association of Football 

Federations of Azerbaijan (AFFA), with the support of 

the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.  

The differences in opportunities between boys and 

girls and those women living in Baku compared to 

those in the regions continues to be an issue, despite 

continued progress in gender issues. A societal 

preference for boys is evident in Azerbaijan’s highly 

skewed birth rate.  Although the number of women 

participating in national level politics has increased 

steadily over the last two decades, only 20 of the 125 

Members of the Parliament are female.  And the 

differences in opportunities between those living in 

Baku compared to those in the regions continues to be 

an issue. 

Jamilla, a 20 year old student attending Baku State 

University, came to the forum wanting to gain hope 

from the conversations. “I am not the most talented or 

smartest of the girls I went to school with from my 

village, but so many are encouraged and expected to 

marry young, they do not continue their education. 

They do not understand they have a voice.”  

For over a decade, UNICEF and AFFA have worked 

together to help girls find their voices through 

participation in sports.  In his introductory remarks, 

AFFA General Secretary Elkhan Mammadov said, 

“When girls are given the chance to take part in sport, 

they can challenge the stereotypes that label them as 

less able than boys. Sport, like education, can help 

girls become equal players in society.” 

In March, this same partnership launched the Girls 

Can campaign to promote gender equality.  As part of 

this, they developed a series of videos featuring the 

inspirational life stories of four women who each found 

their life’s calling in non-traditional spheres - a poet, an 

inventor/entrepreneur, a football player and an 

emergency rescue worker - each one breaking 

boundaries as they follow their passions.  

Choosing to feature the coach of Azerbaijan’s U-15 

national girls football team, Amina Heydarova, seemed 

the most appropriate transition into this new campaign. 

In the video, Ms. Heydarova appears entering the 

stadium. The camera spans the stands, emphasizing 

the scale of her accomplishment, and we understand 

that this moment is the realization of what may have 

once seemed an unattainable childhood dream. As 

she begins to speak, she looks directly into the 

camera. “Never doubt how important and strong you 

are,” she says, her words delivered with quiet self 

assurance.  

By Sina Jones 

 “Never doubt how important and strong you 

are.” - Amina Heydarova, U-15 National Girls 

Team Coach  

For the videos  please click here. 
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“The key is believing, in yourself, in your work and in 

your success.”  Her heartfelt message and personal 

plea to a rising generation of girls to find strength 

within themselves is at the very heart of the #GirlsCan 

Youth Forum message and set the tone for the panel 

discussions. When she first became a candidate for 

Parliament, Sevinj Fataliyeva recalls feeling she had to 

work twice as hard in order to prove herself to the 

electorate -- she was both young and she was a 

woman. “I had to prove I was capable. I had to knock 

doors. I had to talk about my values, share my 

perspective, my plans.” 

She explained further that for a woman in a society 

well rooted in stereotypes, people wondered whether 

she could be successful. “A woman’s capacity and 

knowledge must be double that of a man’s. She must 

put forth her flexibility at every moment of her life.”   

Ms. Fataliyeva offered her encouragement to the 

young women in attendance. Referencing the Forum’s 

slogan, she said “Girls Can! But, I would like to add, 

and we believe in you!” 

She reminded the group of their own capacity and 

personal responsibilities to effect change. “We have to 

start with ourselves. Your example, your successes 

influence those around you.” 

 

After these remarks, Jamilla, the student from Baku 

University said, “Such events are motivating for girls 

and I think should be organized in regional schools.  

There are so many who need this message.”  Edward 

Carwardine, UNICEF’s Representative to Azerbaijan 

agrees. “For a nation committed to building its human 

capital, empowering girls and young women is not only 

the right thing to do, it’s the smart thing to do.”  

One such UNICEF initiative, piloted in the Baku-

Binagadi and Mingachevir districts of Azerbaijan, is a 

joint government-UN Youth Houses programme. The 

main objective of this pilot is to revitalize the cross-

country system of Youth Houses and to introduce 

youth-friendly services to adolescents.    

One of the key courses offered to young people 

through the Youth Houses pilot project helps them 

develop basic life skills. Michelle May, a UNICEF 

International Consultant who designed the course, is 

now working to develop a girls-oriented version for 

AFFA’s Girls Empowerment Academy. “Even teachers 

themselves need instruction to create the right 

environment - sometimes they unconsciously 

perpetuate biases.” Bringing these services to girls 

where they live is a new approach to focusing on both 

their inclusion and empowerment. 

Through a variety of programming, UNICEF continues 

to identify partnerships within Azerbaijan that will give 

young women and girls the opportunity to succeed and 

flourish in society. Firuddin Gurbanov, Deputy Minister 

of Education, best summarized the value in these 

initiatives and conversations saying, “We must have 

equal participation. Better decisions come through 

greater diversity.” 

“The power for women is there, they just 

need to use it.”- Hijran Huseynova, 

Chairperson of the State Committee on 

Family, Women and Child Issues  

One of the toughest hurdles for women to overcome 

on their road to success is to realize the abilities that 

already lie within. During one exchange, Chairperson 

of the State Committee on Family, Women and Child 

Issues, Ms. Hijran Huseynova asked “Why must we 

ask how can we prepare women more? Women are 

already prepared!”  

“Their education and experiences have set them up for 

success,” she continued, “but they need to believe in 

themselves and have the motivation for success.  

Young women need to allow themselves the opportuni-

ty to try something and fail and then try again a sec-

ond, and third time or more if necessary.” 

Ms. Huseynova explained that the Presidential Decree 

on Strengthening Gender Policy signed in 2000, as 

well as the Law on Gender Equality, signed in 2006 

provide young women with access to government re-

sources to effect change. “The power for women is 

there, they just need to use it.” 

 


